Running a Duplicate Event

APPENDIX A: LAW 27 PROCEDURE AFTER AN INSUFFICIENT BID
Law 27A
Does offender’s LHO want to accept
the insufficient bid (IB)? (Note that he needs
to know the implications before deciding.)

Yes

Play continues
with no rectification.

No
Law 27B
It must be corrected by any sufficient bid or a pass,
And in certain cases a double.
Could the insufficient bid
or the lowest sufficient bid
have been artificial?
Yes

No

Was it corrected by the
lowest sufficient bid in the
same denomination?

No
Yes

Was the IB replaced by a call
with the same or more precise meaning as the IB?

Yes

No
Law27B2
The offender’s partner must pass WHENEVER
it is his turn to call. Law 23 may apply.

No
No
Lead
restriction.

Law 27B1(b)
Law 27B1(a)
No Rectification
But if the TD decides the non-offending side
has been damaged by unauthorised information
he can award an adjusted score. Law 27D

Does offender
become a defender?

Yes
Law 26 will apply:
(i) If the withdrawn call referred to a natural suit, and if that suit was specified by offender, then Law
26A1. No lead restriction.
(ii) If the withdrawn call referred to a natural suit, and if that suit was not specified by offender, then
Law 26A2. Declarer can require or forbid that suit when offender’s partner first has the lead. If
forbidden, it is forbidden until he loses the lead.
(iii) For withdrawn calls not relating to a specific suit (e.g. no trumps or double), Law 26B.
Declarer can choose a suit when offender’s partner first has the lead and tell him not to lead it
until he loses the lead.
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APPENDIX B: Law 29 PROCEDURE AFTER A CALL OUT OF ROTATION

Law 29A
Does offender’s LHO want to accept
the call out of turn? (Note that he needs to
know the implications before deciding.)

Yes

LHO forfeits the right to
any rectification.*

No

Law 29B
The call is cancelled.

Pass

Double or redouble
What was the call?

Bid

Was the pass out of rotation
Yes
artificial or a pass of an artificial
call?

Law 31 applies.
See Appendix D.

Law 32 applies.
See Appendix E.

No

Law 30 applies
See Appendix C

* - 17E2: When a call has been followed by three passes the auction does not end if one of those passes
was out of rotation, depriving a player of his right to call at that turn. When this occurs the auction reverts
to the player who missed his turn, all subsequent passes are cancelled and the auction proceeds normally.
Law 16D applies to cancelled calls, any player who has passed out of turn being an offender.
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APPENDIX C: LAW 30 – PROCEDURE AFTER A PASS OUT OF ROTATION
IS NOT ACCEPTED
Has any player
previously bid?
(NB. Pass is not a bid.)

No

Law 30A
The offender must
pass when NEXT it
is his turn.
Law 23 may apply.

Yes

Offender’s LHO

Offender’s RHO
Whose turn was it?

Offender’s partner

Law 30B3
The pass is a change
of call. See Law 25B.

Law 30B2(a)
The offender must pass
WHENEVER it is his
turn to call.
Law 30B2(b)
The offender’s partner
must not double or
redouble AT THAT TURN.
Law 23 may apply.
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Law 30B1
The offender must
pass when NEXT it
is his turn.
Law 26 only applies
in the rare case
when pass was
artificial.
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APPENDIX D: LAW 31 – PROCEDURE AFTER A BID OUT OF ROTATION
IS NOT ACCEPTED
Offender’s LHO

Offender’s RHO
Whose turn was it?

Has offender called
previously?
Yes

Offender’s partner
What action does
RHO take?
No

Treat it as
a change of
call.
Law 25
Appendix K.

Bid, double
or redouble

Offender may make
any legal call.
Law 31B
Offender’s partner must
pass WHENEVER it is
his turn to call.
Law 23 may apply.

Law 31A2
Offender can make
any legal call.

No

Does he repeat the
denomination?
Yes

Law 31A2(b) Offender’s
partner must pass
WHENEVER it is his turn
to call. Law 23 may apply.

Yes

Does offender become
a defender?

Pass

Law 31A1
Offender must
repeat his call
out of rotation.
No rectification.

Law 31A2(a)
Offender’s partner
must pass when NEXT
it is his turn to call.
Law 23 may apply.

No

No lead restriction.

Law 26 will apply.
(i) If the withdrawn call referred to a natural suit, and if that suit was specified by the offender, then
Law 26A1. No lead restriction, but see Law 16D.
(ii) If the withdrawn call referred to a natural suit, and if that suit was not specified by the offender, then
Law 26A2. Declarer can require or forbid that suit when first offender’s partner has the lead.
If forbidden, it is forbidden until he loses the lead.
(iii) For withdrawn calls not relating to a specific suit (e.g. no trumps, or doubles), Law 26B. Declarer can
pick a suit when offender’s partner first has the lead and prohibit him from leading it until he loses
the lead.
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APPENDIX E: LAW 32 – PROCEDURE AFTER A DOUBLE OR REDOUBLE
OUT OF ROTATION IS NOT ACCEPTED

Offender’s LHO

Offender’s RHO
Whose turn was it?

Treat it as a change
of call.
Law 25
See Appendix K.

Offender’s partner

Law 32A
Offender may make any
legal call. Offender’s
partner must pass
WHENEVER it is his
turn to call.
Law 23 may apply.
Bid

Law 32B2
Offender can make any
legal call. Offender’s
partner must pass
WHENEVER it is his
turn to call.
Law 23 may apply.

What action does
RHO take?

Pass

Law 32B1
Offender MUST repeat
his double or redouble.
No further rectification.

For withdrawn calls not relating to a specific suit (e.g. double or redouble),
Law 26B. Declarer can pick a suit when offender’s partner first has the
lead and prohibit him leading it until he loses the lead.
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APPENDIX F: LAW 53 – PROCEDURE AFTER A LEAD OUT OF TURN
Yes

No
Was it an opening lead?

Law 54A
Does the declarer want to
accept the lead by making
himself dummy?

No

Yes
He puts his hand
down as dummy
and partner plays
the hand.

Yes

Law 53A and 55A
Does an opponent want to accept the lead?
If it is declarer who has led out of turn
the defenders must not consult. Either may
accept or reject the lead, but if they choose
differently the one on the left of the offender
has the final say.
No

No further rectification
Law 54B
Does the declarer want to
accept the lead by making
himself declarer?

No

Yes
Dummy is spread.
Declarer plays second
card from his hand.
No further rectification.

Law 54D
The exposed card becomes
a major penalty card because
it was deliberately played.
Law 50D

Was the lead out of turn
made by a defender or by
declarer/dummy?

Defender

Declarer/dummy
Law 55B
The exposed card is
restored to the offender’s
hand without rectification.

Law 50D: Disposal of a major penalty card
Law 50D1(a) if offender has the lead. The exposed card must be played at the first legal opportunity.
Law 50D2 if offender’s partner has the lead. Declarer can exercise any of these options:
(i) Require the defender to lead the suit. The penalty card is then picked up. Law 50D2(a)
(ii) Forbid the defender to lead the suit until he loses the lead. The penalty card is then picked up.
Law 50D2(a)
(iii) Tell the defender to do as he likes. The exposed card remains a major penalty card. Law 50D2(b)
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APPENDIX G: PROCEDURE AFTER A REVOKE
Law 63A1 and A2
Has a member of the offending side
played to or indicated a lead to
the next trick?

Yes

No
Law 63A3
Has a member of the offending side
made a claim or concession or agreed
to an opponent’s claim or concession?

Yes

No

The revoke is not established
and must be corrected under
Law 62A. See Appendix H

Yes

Was the revoke
on trick 12?
No

The revoke must be corrected
under Law 62D.
The last 2 tricks are replayed.

The revoke is established.
See Law 64. See Appendix J.
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APPENDIX H: LAW 62 – CORRECTION OF A REVOKE THAT IS NOT ESTABLISHED
Law 62A
It must be corrected.

Law 62C1 and 62C2
Each member of the non-offending side may withdraw any
card he may have played after the revoke but before it was noticed. If a
non-offender withdraws a card so may the hand of the offending side
next in rotation, but if that player was a defender it becomes a penalty card.

Defender

Was the revoker a defender
or declarer/dummy?

Law 62B1
The revoke card becomes a major penalty card
because it was deliberately played.

Declarer/dummy

Law 62B2
The card is replaced
in the revoker’s hand
without rectification.

Law 50D: Disposal of a major penalty card
Law 50D1(a) if offender has the lead. The exposed card must be played at the first legal
opportunity.
Law 50D2 if offender’s partner has the lead. Declarer can exercise any of these options:
(i) Require the defender to lead the suit. The penalty card is then pick-ed up. Law 50D2(a)
(ii) Forbid the defender to lead the suit until he loses the lead. The penalty card is then picked
up. Law 50D2(a)
(iii) Tell the defender to lead as he likes. The exposed card remains a major penalty card.
Law 50D2(b)
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APPENDIX J: LAW 64 – PROCEDURE AFTER THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A REVOKE
Law 64B1
Did the offending side win the revoke
trick or any subsequent trick?

No
No rectification.

Yes
Law 64B2
Was the revoke a second revoke in
the same suit by the same player?
No

Yes
Ignore it. Act only
on the first revoke.

Law 64B3
Was the revoke in dummy (or another faced card)?

Yes

No
Law 64B4 and 64B5
Was the revoke noticed after a member of the non-offending
side called on the next deal or after the round ended?
No
Law 64B7
Have both sides revoked on the same board?

Yes

Yes

No direct rectification but if
non-offenders have lost
out the director restores
equity under Law 64C.

Restore equity under
Law 64C

No
The opponents are given one trick.
Law 64
Did the offending side win just one trick subsequent to the revoke
(including the revoking trick)?
No
Law 64A1
Did the offending PLAYER win the revoke trick by illegally trumping?

Yes
No further rectification.

Yes

Law 64A1
A second trick is
Transferred to the
Non-offending side.

No
If the director still feels that the non-offending side has not been sufficiently compensated
he can adjust the score in order to restore equity. Law 64C
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APPENDIX K: LAW 25 – CHANGES OF CALL
Did the player pause for
thought before changing
or attempting to change
his call?

Yes

No

No

Was it either mechanical
error or slip of the tongue?

Yes
Has LHO called?

It is too late
to change the call.

No
Was the original
call insufficient?

Yes

Go to Law 27
Insufficient bid.
See Appendix A.

Yes

The change is allowed.
No further rectification.

Has partner called?

No
Does LHO want
to accept the changed
call? Law 25B

Yes
Yes
No

No
Was the original
call illegal?

Yes

Go to the appropriate
Law.

It is too late to
change the call.

Has LHO called?
Yes

No
No

LHO’s call is
replaced.
Law 25A4

The orginal call stands and the auction continues Law 25B2
Offender’s call can
be changed
Law 25A1
(but see L16D)
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APPENDIX L LAW 24 – CARD EXPOSED OR LED PRIOR TO THE PLAY PERIOD
Leave the card(s) face up in front of
the player until the auction period ends
yes

was it more than
one card?
no

yes

was it any card
led prematurely?
no

yes

Was it a single card of honour
rank that was dropped?

Offender’s partner must pass
when next it is his turn to call

no

No further auction
restrictions
no

Does offender become a defender?

no
No lead restriction

Does offender become a defender?
Yes
Law 50C the card becomes a
minor penalty card.
May not play any other card of the same suit
below the rank of an honour until he has first
played the penalty card, but he can play an
honour card instead.

Yes
The card(s) become major penalty cards

Law 50D: Disposal of a major penalty card
Law 50D1(a) if offender has the lead. The exposed card must be played at the first legal
opportunity.
Law 50D2 if offender’s partner has the lead. Declarer can exercise any of these options:
(i) Require the defender to lead the suit. The penalty card is then pick-ed up. Law 50D2(a)
(ii) Forbid the defender to lead the suit until he loses the lead. The penalty card is then picked
up. Law 50D2(a)
(iii) Tell the defender to lead as he likes. The exposed card remains a major penalty card.
Law 50D2(b)
(iv) For more than one card see Law 51.
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